Teachers Day Celebration 2019
Students’ council organized a sumptuous party for the faculty members of Sardar Patel Institute of
Technology on Wednesday,11th September 2019.
A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite imagination and instill a love for learning.  We Indians have
always understood the importance of a Guru who helps us develop into wholesome individuals who
contribute to the advancement of society. In keeping with tradition, the Students’ Council organized a
fun event for all the professors to unwind after a hectic day at the office, an effort to acknowledge
their priceless contributions to our lives.’

All the teachers were welcomed with beautiful decoration at the entrance of S.P.I.T. The student
council had decorated the board with polaroids of all the teachers thereby thanking them with a
quote on it. Mudra(cultural committee) expressed their love for teachers by designing a beautiful
Rangoli and paintings. Being our inspiration, we asked teachers to sign their autographs. The day of
celebration began with a lot of enthusiasm which was then followed by the respective committees of
each branch who decorated their floors and celebrated teachers’ day with cake cutting in the lunch
break.

A personalized invitation was handed to the professors which included words of gratitude and dress code.
Along with that, a surprise envelope was handed to the faculty which was to be opened when they arrived
at the destination of the party.  The teachers gathered in room 007 in herds eagerly waiting for it to begin.
The excitement augmented to a joyful high when they opened their surprise envelopes. These envelopes
decided the team of the teachers. The student council had arranged the sitting arrangement in the name of
four teams namely ‘Barely ki Barfi’, ‘Agra ka petha’, ‘Jamnagar ki Jalebi’ and ‘Calcutta ka Rasgula’. The
event began with a welcome song sung by Gyaneshwar thereby giving importance to ‘Guru’ in our life. To
set the party mode on, there was a zealous dance performance by the Mudra team. It was then followed by
the music band performance. Performance enlightened the audience’s mind by singing a set of 90’s songs.
The General Secretary then gave a small speech welcoming all the professors and expressed her gratitude
for their continued support. When the fun events started, it was revealed to the professors that they had
been assigned teams based on their seating arrangement and it was time to play ‘Rhythmic Bingo’

Rhythmic Bingo was a fun game organized by the Student Council. It consisted of various rounds,
starting from the first round to be Whatsapp round where teachers had to guess the song on basis of
emoji displayed. A scoreboard was maintained between the teams so one could witness intense
childlike competitiveness between the various teams as they competed to achieve glory, revealing
the fun side of the professors we rarely get to see in lectures. It goes on to show us that all adults
are children who just happen to learn discipline along the way. Followed by the other rounds where
songs were to be guessed on the basis of tunes of famous international songs or English translation.
Joy and happiness could be seen in teachers of each department at the college.

There was a neck to neck competition going on between ‘Barely ki Barfi’ and ‘Agra ka Petha’. The room
was filled with happiness when ‘Agra ka Petha’ won the game. In the end, everyone gathered in the middle
of the room to cut the huge delicious cake ordered exclusively for the event, after which the dance floor was
opened for all of them to let loose and dance their hearts out. All the teachers enjoyed the party to the core.
Food was provided to all the teachers which then ended the entire function. The DJ set was the cherry on
top to finish off a special evening.
“I thank the Students’ Council for organizing such a fun event for all the professors. It showed us that our
students really love us and inspires us to go even further in helping them achieve their goals.”
-Dr.Kalbande, Head of the Computer Engineering Department.

And thus ended the celebration of teachers, teaching and their choice to make our lives better in this
competition-oriented atmosphere.

